Award Winning Moonlight® Globe Lights
now available in the United States
Seen at the finest residences and resorts throughout Europe, Asia & Dubai
Moonlight® Globe Lights are dramatic, contemporary spheres from 13 to 30"
in diameter that create a dramatic ambience for interiors and landscapes at
luxury homes and resorts.
Energy Efficient
Moonlight® Globe Lights operate with compact fluorescent
bulbs for minimal energy usage.
Set the mood any time you wish
Moonlight® Globe Lights come standard in white with a
rainbow of interchangeable color filters to change the
mood in minutes. In addition, assorted permanent colors
for both daytime and nighttime enjoyment are available.
The daytime colors have two lines. The natural shade line
includes terra cotta, granite and sandstone. The bright line
includes red, yellow, blue and green.
Corporate color matching for light filters and daylight colors is available.
Virtually Indestructible
Moonlight® Globe Lights are water and dust resistant and
virtually indestructible. The lights have received some of
the industry’s highest standards for resistance to dust and
moisture.
Moonlight® Globe Lights offer 3 different power options:
• rechargeable battery
• standard household wiring
• standard household plug with extra-long cord
All lights have a remote control option.
Moonlight® globes are strong, durable and suited for both
commercial and household use. They’re made from a virtually indestructible polyethylene plastic that’s shatter
proof and withstands temperature extremes from 40°
below zero to 170° F. Moonlight’s electrical components
are safe from corrosive elements like salt water and minerals because they’re sealed inside the base of the globe.
Moonlight® received some of the industry’s highest ratings for
resistance to dirt, dust and water. Moonlight® globes use a
specially manufactured compact fluorescent bulb to assure a
pleasingly soft light, accurate colors and thousands of hours
of usage with minimal electrical consumption.

Add a little drama to the everyday
Moonlight globes are strong, durable and suited for both
commercial and household use. They are engineered to
be used in all of these locations:
• beach
• back yard
• patio & deck
• float in the pool
• landscaping
• accent and dramatic lighting
• security and safety lighting
• entry lighting
• mount them to your dock posts
• put them on your boat
• hang Moonlight® globes as pendant lights over your bar
• connect the new Moonlight Sound® globe speakers with
LED lights to your audio system and watch the colors
change with the rhythm of the music
• group assorted Moonlight® globes on your patio or lanai
• bring them inside for a dramatic entrance to your foyer or
great room

Stone look in granite, (L) during daylight and (R) when lit at night.
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Standard white lights in floating battery with remote control and
surface mounted to the pool deck. A rainbow of color options,
assorted sizes and power options are available.

Rechargeable 250, 550 and 750 sandstone lights. These lights look like stone spheres during the day.
See our website for more from the natural line.

Half globes with green and yellow color filters recessed
mounted to the ground. Moonlight® Globe Lights withstand temperatures from 40° below zero to 170° F and
are sealed to resist moisture and dust.

